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Essential services Commission - Building trust through new customer entitlements in the retail 

energy market 

AGL Energy (AGL) welcomes the opportunity to make a submission in response to the Essential 

Services Commission Victoria (Commission) draft decision on implementing recommendations 3F, 

3G, 3H of the Independent Review of Electricity and Gas Retail Markets (Thwaites review). 

We recognise the complexities in developing a regulatory response to the Thwaites 

recommendations and appreciate the tight timeframes the Commission has had to work in. AGL 

consider that if these recommendations are appropriately developed they will help offer Victorian 

consumers additional information to help keep them informed and engaged in the energy market. 

Given the limited timeframe AGL believes the following recommendations will ensure consumers 

obtain a positive experience and therefore become more confident and engaged with the energy 

sector. Our recommendations through the submission relate to: 

• The proposed Clear Advice Entitlement (CAE) and how to make the proposal effective for

consumers

• Obtaining clarity on the proposed bill message and the application of Australian Consumer laws.

• The use of further consumer testing to validify positive customer outcomes and ensuring the

proposed changes are consistent with wider energy market reforms.

AGL recommended response for achieving Thwaites recommendation 

AGL recommend that the Commission require a bill message without a proposed future savings as 

the simplest and most effective way to meet the intention of the Thwaites recommendations to 

nudge and engage consumers. Specifically, we recommend that the Commission consider a 

message that facilitates retailer and consumer trust, similar to the case study we provide in the 

attachment below. 

This could include messaging such as "we want to put you on a better plan to help you save money 

- contact us to find out more".

AGL have serious concerns about the potential impact the messaging may have on consumers by 

misrepresenting future savings amounts in breach of the Competition and Consumer Act. AGL 

consider the ultimate intention of nudging consumers can still be achieved with this 
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Table of determination and initial AGL comment 

Draft decision 1 – Best offer 
entitlement 

Supported 

Draft decision 2 – Definition of 
best offer 

Not supported as currently drafted  
Exclude third party offers in generally available definition 

Draft decision 3 – Estimating 
customer usage  

Not supported as currently drafted   
Potentially misleading and inaccurate without 12-month data. Further 
information provided in the submission on misleading information. 

Draft decision 4 – Presentation of 
best offer 

Not supported as currently drafted  
Potentially misleading (qualifying information) 

Draft decision 5 – Clear Advice 
Entitlement 

AGL recommend the Commission remove the CAE from this round of 
Code amendments and conduct a fulsome regulatory process to ensure 
that the extensive changes do not lead to unintended consequences 
for both consumers and industry. AGL note this is also unlikely to be 
achievable for digital and third parties as currently drafted and AGL 
request clarity from the Commission on how this could be possible.  
AGL have provided further recommendations in the body of this 
submission. 

Draft decision 6 – Scope of best 
offer obligation 

Supported – with some amendments recommended in the body of the 
submission (i.e. amendments to the definition of bill summaries)  

Draft decision 7 – Frequency Recommend 2 best offers per year (either through bill change notice, 
or if this is not issued then via the bill). Otherwise, retain proposal in 
draft decision.  

Draft decision 8 – Dollar 
threshold 

Should be evidence based (research supported $50). 

Draft decision 9 – Validity period 
(13 days) 

Reconsider if purpose of ‘best offer’ is to nudge customer engagement 
in the market.    

Draft decision 10 – Must include 
VEC information 

Supported 

Draft decision 11 – Bill change 
notice 

Supported if businesses can send in line with AER requirements (i.e. 
separate notices for the events that include the relevant information as 
required in Code).  

Draft decision 12 – Minimum 
information for bill change notice 

Supported if aligned with AER requirements – note that additional 
requirements such as inclusion of ‘best offer’ will impact systems.  

Draft decision 13 – Manner and 
form of bill change notices  

Supported if retailers can align with AER requirements 

Draft decision 14 – delivery of bill 
change notice 

Supported 

Draft decision 15 – Scope of bill 
change notice 

Should apply to exempt sellers as these customers deserve the same 
level of customer protection and information. 

Draft decision 16 – Notice period AGL support 5 business days’ notice in line with AEMC decision. 

Draft decision 17 – Exemptions 
for bill change notices 

Final decision should align with AEMC final determination – we note 
the AEMC have added additional exemptions. 

Draft decision 18 – GST inclusive 
messaging 

Operationally complex to implement – AGL would support transitional 
arrangements while impacts are considered by the Commission. 

Draft decision 19 -  1 July 2019 
implementation 

Not achievable with current draft decision for reasons outlined in the 
attachment.  
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ATTACHMENT 

Clear advice entitlement 
While AGL acknowledges the Commission’s rationale for including the Clear Advice Entitlement 

(CAE) in the draft decision, we strongly recommend the Commission postpone major amendments 

to Explicit Informed Consent (EIC) requirements through the CAE.  

As the CAE has not been subject to a rigorous assessment it is unclear what the customer impacts 

will be and whether they will overall be in the long-term interest of Victorian consumers.  For 

example, it is unclear how CAE will impact: 

1. Sales validity and disputes due to being tied with explicit informed consent.

2. more complex sales channels such as third party and digital.

3. Sales staff conversations with customers on what may be the ‘best offer’.

While we welcome the simplicity of the bill message adopted by the Commission, we note the 

development of the CAE extends well beyond what would be necessary to address any definitional 

or operational limitations with the ‘best offer’ approach and surmounts to new and untested 

regulation through placing substantial new obligations on retailers regarding Explicit Informed 

Consent.  

AGL recommend the Commission undertake the appropriate regulatory rigour in line with their 

legislative obligations prior to implementing such a significant change to industry to mitigate 

unintended consequences and to fully understand the cost and impacts of such a change. 

Unintended consequences were discussed briefly at the Commission’s stakeholder forum on 27 

September 2018 and the discussion demonstrated some, but not all the impacts to consumers, such 

as increased handling time, potential privacy risks or breaches, complex and difficult to follow 

conversations through sales agents) as well as the incomplete thinking on how this could be applied 

for other sales channels such as digital.  

While AGL understands the merit of CAE, we are concerned that without appropriate testing, the 

CAE may have the opposite impact then intended by the Commission.  That is, the CAE may make 

conversations more complex, and therefore could lead consumers to disengage as they feel 

overwhelmed with information.  This can result in reduced trust from consumers who may feel as 

though retailers are trying to avoid giving them the best deal (see the section below on misleading 

information).  

Given the scope of these uncertainties, we recommend the Commission remove the CAE from this 

round of Code amendments. This would allow the Commission to place a greater focus on those 

elements necessary to the delivery of recommendations 3G and 3F as required by the Victorian 

Government’s Terms of Reference. Further, the Commission can then undertake a separate and 
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appropriately robust regulatory review process including consumer testing of the concept and 

application.  

As an alternative second-best approach, the Commission should consider the application of the CAE 

in this round of Code amendments to be limited to customers making direct contact regarding the 

bill notice and not apply to digital or third-party sales. The Commission can then work with industry 

and consumer groups to understand how CAE has impacted the customer experience in this scenario 

and use these learnings on how it can be refined to ensure a better consumer outcome through the 

digital and third-party sales channels.  

Changing contract models 

While AGL agree with the Commission’s position that the retail energy market’s effectiveness relies 

on a principle of shared responsibility1, AGL consider that this is a broader concept of the changing 

model for contracts and the way consumer’s want to receive their information, rather than being a 

matter unique to energy markets.  

In AGL’s view, the contract attributes that the Commission has called out as being covered by the 

CAE2 would in fact already be covered by the Marketing Conduct Code in Victoria, Explicit Informed 

Consent requirements in the Energy Retail Code and the Competition and Consumer Act. Further, 

requirements regarding Welcome Pack disclosures and the cooling off period provide protection for 

consumers to fully consider the impacts and scope of their energy plan and allows them the 

opportunity to withdraw from the offer.  

Any concern of a failing of standards to meet these existing requirements should be addressed by 

the Commission with clear advice to retailers or enforcement action if breaches have been 

determined. The development of additional CAE obligations should be part of a broader piece of 

work undertaken by the Commission.  

Further, our understanding in talks with the Commission is that section 70H(b) was drafted in such a 

way to ensure that Standing Offer customers are offered market contract opportunities should the 

bill message prompt not be suited to their needs. The drafting of this section then should reflect 

specifically the need to take these additional steps for Standing Offer customers specifically to 

ensure that the CAE does not extend beyond the Thwaites recommendations. 

CAE impractical for all sales models 

AGL note that there are severe operational and practical constraints in being able to provide greater 

context to offers based on what retailers know of customers through digital means without requiring 

substantial data inputs on the customers behalf. The increase in effort for customers to provide 

1 Draft decision, p43 
2 Draft decision, p45 
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Misleading information to customers 

Nudge or contractual offer 

The Commission has positioned the ‘best offer’ communication as ‘nudging’ a customer to engage. 

Specifically, it is noted that the ‘nudge based’ approach attempts to go with the grain of human 

behaviour and to prompt customers to consider the suitability of their energy plan.6 By putting the 

best offer on bills, we are seeking to provide a ‘nudge’ for customers to consider the suitability of their 

current energy plan.7  

There is a clear tension then, between the stated nudge approach to have customers engage, and the 

drafting of the deemed best offer messaging which becomes more contractual in nature, with tailored 

savings amounts and potential for unique offer IDs that the Commission expect under 70S would have 

an offer validity period. It is AGL’s view that this would be classified as marketing. The Commission has 

previously stated that the final drafting will ensure that the Code state that the ‘best offer’ message 

is not deemed marketing. As we highlight below, the Courts have determined that this is immaterial 

in determining if conduct is misleading or not.  

AGL believes the Commission can satisfy the Thwaites recommendation on the content of the ‘best 

offer’ message on bills through a non-$ based prompt. AGL has recently used such an approach and 

we obtained high consumer engagement. Such an approach also mitigates against possible CCA 

breaches.  

Competition and Consumer Act 

AGL’s view of the proposed requirements relating to best offers will place retailers in a position of 

potentially breaching Competition and Consumer Act requirements, particularly regarding 

misleading information. The following section is relevant to a number of the draft decisions of the 

Commission’s paper including: 

• Calculation of savings amount  

• Representation of savings amount 

• Disclaimers and qualifications of representations 

o Eligibility requirements for new definition of generally available  

• Implications for exclusions such as not allowing for the bundling of gas/electricity 

• Value of non-price incentives such as frequent flyer points, rewards programs, discounted 

tickets or services etc.  

The ACCC has provided clear advice on the nature of false and misleading impressions. Specifically, 

they have stated that businesses cannot rely on small print and disclaimers as an excuse for a 

misleading overall message.  

                                                                 
6 Draft decision, p23  
7 Draft decision, p27  
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If a business needs to qualify its advertisements, the ACCC advises to ensure that the qualifying 

statements are clear and prominent so that consumers know what the real offer is.8 For the ‘best 

offer’ this clear and prominent qualifying information would not occur until the customer has made 

contact with the retailer and the sales agent qualifies the offer through the CAE. We therefore do 

not consider this would meet the requirements of clear and prominent.  

Further, Australian Courts have indicated in a number of cases that a statement intended to induce a 

consumer to deal with a business can still be misleading, even where it is subsequently corrected 

through a sales process or website9. This would mean that irrespective of whether the Commission 

drafted the Code amendments to explicitly state that these requirements are not marketing, that 

would not absolve the potential conflict and breach.  

A business may be found to have engaged in misleading conduct at the point at which they have 

‘enticed’ the consumer to enter into negotiations based on an erroneous belief. The ACCC has also 

indicated that they will look at how the behaviour of a business affects the consumer’s impression of 

a good or service and whether the overall impression created by the conduct is false or inaccurate. 

The ACCC recommends that additional information should be disclosed where it is likely that the 

conduct has created a misleading impression, or where it is reasonable to expect that this 

information will be disclosed.10 For the purposes of the draft decision, this would include the basis 

on which the calculation for customer savings has been developed, as well as the terms and 

conditions associated to that (i.e. club membership eligibility, conditions).  

The ACCC further state that the business must clearly direct the consumer’s attention to the most 

significant terms and conditions so that they can make an informed judgment about whether to 

make a purchase.11 In this case, the Commission has determined that the most significant terms and 

conditions relating to that product are only relevant at the time of the sale, rather than at the time 

of the bill message – as the message is only intended to nudge the customer. AGL considers ‘the 

nudge’ is a representation to the customer of something they are eligible for and that the dollar 

amount will be taken as an accurate representation of the customer’s savings when this may not be 

the case. As noted above, the current view of Australian Courts is that it is not a defence that a 

potentially misleading statement is only intended to ‘nudge’ a customer, or prompt them to engage 

further with the business. This becomes increasingly problematic as retailers need to estimate a 

customer’s 12-month usage without knowing the relevant information to do such a calculation.  

For example, if a customer signs up in May and receives their first ‘best offer’ bill in July, the retailer 

will have around 6-8 weeks of consumption data for that customer. This data extrapolated out is 

highly unlikely to provide an accurate reflection of the customers usage for the year. Retailers do not 

know if there was a unique event (i.e. the customer had been on holiday for the first 3 weeks of that 

8 ACCC False or Misleading Statements guidance 
9 ACCC v Singtel Optus Pty Ltd [2010] FCA 1177  
10 ACCC Advertising and Selling Guide  
11 ACCC Advertising and Selling Guide  
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Implementation period  

AGL consider that Draft decisions 10 – 18 would be achievable by July 2019 but there will be 

insufficient time for retailers to develop and implement the requirements for the other decisions as 

currently drafted.   

Draft decisions 2 – 5 are unlikely to be achievable in their current form and move away from the 

scope originally discussed through the Thwaites recommendations. While we welcome the 

Commission’s suggestion that retailers can innovate on how to implement the CAE for third party 

and digital sales, there is insufficient time for such an activity to occur for a 1 July 2019 

implementation. This is not a matter of innovation but on whether it is operationally achievable or 

not, particularly with privacy concerns regarding third party disclosures.  

Retailers would have around 7 months to develop regulatory solutions for these channels, to 

investigate, trial, test and deliver, do website system and layout redesigns for full implementation by 

1 July 2019. Given the Commission has been working on these regulatory solutions since April 2018, 

it is reasonable to assume that 7 months for this type of project is insufficient.  

As stated above, AGL strongly recommend the Commission exclude CAE from this round of Code 

changes. Alternatively, exclude digital and third-party sales from the final decision, and then give 

retailers sufficient time (i.e. 12 months) to develop the above solutions.   

 

Overall framework objectives 

AGL note the dichotomy that exists between seeking an Objectives based regulatory framework and 

continuing to have, and apply, highly prescriptive requirements that sit underneath these objectives.  

For example, 70O states the objective of the Division as being to give small customers an 

entitlement to prominently displayed, helpful information that enables them to easily: 1) identify 

whether they are on the best offer, 2) understand how to access the best offer and 3) understand 

how to access other offers through Victoria Energy Compare.  

The objective of this Division is therefore the specific provision of information to help consumers 

switch plans. The Commission has then drafted highly prescriptive requirements under 70R(4) on 

how retailers will meet this objective, effectively making the purpose of the objective redundant. 

The wording with 70G also places obligations on retailers that are not within their control, 

specifically “to assist the small customer to assess the suitability of, and select, a customer retail 

contract”. The Code is therefore requiring retailers to ensure a customer selects the right contract, 

but this is ultimately a decision for the consumer and is not within retailer control. If, after 

information has been provided by the retailer, a consumer chooses to stay on their plan which 

results in them paying more for their energy, this would arguably result in a breach of the objective 

of the Code.  
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effectively be pushing retailers to remain focused on price, at the detriment of other benefits such as 

frequent flyer points, shopping discounts, membership deals etc.  

AGL offers a range of non-price benefits attached to our plans which are valued differently by different 

customers. We offer an AGL rewards program  

 Through this program, customers can access 

a range of special offers including 

• Discounted eGift cards with retailers including Coles, Woolworths, Myer, David Jones, JB Hi-Fi 

• Discounted movie tickets 

• Discounted travel and accommodation 

• Up to 50% off meal offers at selected restaurants.   

 

 

  

By focusing on price, the Commission will disincentivise non-price competition and reduce customer 

benefits. This is another reason that the bill message should not contain a future value reference but 

instead a statement about there being offers that are potentially better for the customer.  
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Appendix  

Case law 

Other relevant case law AGL strongly recommend the Commission considers: 

• Medical Benefits Fund of Australia Ltd v Cassidy (2003) 205 ALR 402 at 417 [43]: “Nor is it to the 

point that the misleading or deceptive impression may or will be corrected before or after any 

contract is made.  Whether a representation is misleading or deceptive (or likely to be so) 

depends on the circumstances in which it is made and not on what might happen in the future” 

• National Exchange Pty Ltd v Australian Securities and Investments Commission (2004) 61 IPR 420 

[55]: “The principle which applies to those cases is that the qualifying material must be 

sufficiently prominent or conspicuous to prevent the primary statement from being misleading.” 

• ACCC v Hillside (Australia New Media) Pty Ltd trading as Bet365 [2015] FCA 1007 [76]: Even if the 

effect of relevant advertising is, or is likely to be, dispelled prior to any transaction being 

effected, it may still be misleading or deceptive.   

• ACCC v TPG Internet Pty Ltd [2013] HCA 54; (2013) 304 ALR 186 [50]: It has long been recognised 

that a contravention of s 52 of the TPA may occur, not only when a contract has been concluded 

under the influence of a misleading advertisement, but also at the point where members of the 

target audience have been enticed into "the marketing web" by an erroneous belief engendered 

by an advertiser, even if the consumer may come to appreciate the true position before a 

transaction is concluded. 

• ACCC v AGL South Australia Pty Ltd [2014] FCA 1369, [148]-[172] (White J): “However, this does 
not mean that all matters communicated by a representor are to be taken to have the same 
weight or effect, or that later qualifying words will neutralise the effect of an earlier 
misrepresentation.”   
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Appendix 

Fees linked to energy contracts 

AGL has provided additional material on our Victorian Market Retail Contract schedules, and an 

example of fees that may apply through distributors (listed as pass through on the AGL schedule) 

which lists further fees for reconnection, disconnection, specific meter read fees, new connections, 

truck visits, meter equipment tests and pre-approvals for PV installations. All of these could 

potentially apply to the customers so requiring disclosure of all fees is clearly impractical and will 

make the sales experience untenable for consumers.  

If the Commission will not separately consult on the CAE to allow for all these matters to be 

appropriately worked through, we strongly recommend as an alternative that the Commission align 

the disclosure requirements with the AER’s definition of “key fees” in the Retail Pricing Information 

Guideline (RPIG) below, as they may apply to the customers circumstances: 

Key fee is any fee applying to a plan that will be incurred by: 

• all customers or 

• a significant portion of customers. 
 

Key fees include but are not limited to: 

• connection/move-in fees 

• account establishment fees 

• annual fees/membership fees 

• exit fees 

• late payment fees 

• disconnection fee for non-payment 

• disconnection fee on moving out of the premises 

• reconnection fees 

• payment processing fees. For example, credit card fees, direct debit fees, and fees for 

• paying in person at the post office 

• metering fees. 

We further recommend that if the Commission pursue this alternative, that there should be 

flexibility in its’ application to allow retailers to exclude any fees/charges that we believe are unlikely 

to apply to that customer (for example, it is a poor customer experience to talk about connection 

fees if the customer is switching across).  
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1. Victoria. Electricity 2. Victoria. Gas

AGL0446

AGL Energy Plan 
Market Retail Contract Fee Schedule

Fee Type GST excl. GST incl.̂
Payment processing fee  
(% of payment made) 0.45%

Dishonoured payment fee
(cheque)
(direct debit)

$6.50*
$2.30*

n/a
n/a

Over the counter payment fee for 
payments in person with Post Billpay®  
at a Post Office+ $1.82 $2.00

Paper bill fee - for each bill sent by post~ $1.59 $1.75

Reconnection fee1 Pass Through

Disconnection fee1 Pass Through

Special meter read fee1 Pass Through

Refundable advance (each fuel)
(Residential Customer)
(Small Business Customer)

$136.36
$454.55

$150.00
$500.00

Fee Type GST excl. GST incl.̂
Payment processing fee  
(% of payment made) 0.45%

Dishonoured payment fee
(cheque)
(direct debit)

$6.50*
$2.30*

n/a
n/a

Over the counter payment fee for 
payments in person with Post Billpay®  
at a Post Office+ $1.82 $2.00

Paper bill fee - for each bill sent by post~ $1.59 $1.75

Reconnection fee1 Pass Through

Disconnection fee1 Pass Through

Special meter read fee1 Pass Through

Refundable advance (each fuel)
(Residential Customer)
(Small Business Customer)

$136.36
$454.55

$150.00
$500.00

Effective 1 July 2017. Fees are subject to change.
^The GST inclusive price assumes a GST rate of 10%. If this rate of GST changes, the GST 
inclusive price outlined above will be adjusted to reflect that change.
*Amount is not subject to GST.
+We may charge this fee if you pay your bill in person at an Australia Post outlet.
~We may charge this fee for each paper bill we issue to you. To receive your bills by email 
instead of post, you can sign up for eBilling via AGL Energy Online or by calling 131 245 for 
residential customers and 133 835 for business customers.
1These fees are charged by your Distributor and passed through to you by AGL. 

Effective 1 July 2017. Fees are subject to change.
^The GST inclusive price assumes a GST rate of 10%. If this rate of GST changes, the GST 
inclusive price outlined above will be adjusted to reflect that change.
*Amount is not subject to GST.
+We may charge this fee if you pay your bill in person at an Australia Post outlet.
~We may charge this fee for each paper bill we issue to you. To receive your bills by 
email instead of post, you can sign up for eBilling via AGL Energy Online or by calling 
131 245 for residential customers and 133 835 for business customers.
1These fees are charged by your Distributor and passed through to you by AGL.

See the General Terms for when these and other fees apply. We will advise you of the amount of any “Pass Through” or unlisted fees 
at the time you make a relevant request. For example, when we arrange on your behalf for a service to be performed by the 
Distributor (who is responsible for the electricity poles, wires, pipes and meters in your area).



FEE BASED ALTERNATIVE CONTROL SERVICES

B2B Code  Code AH/NH Field officer visits $ GST Excl

020600 020600 0 Field officer visits—BH 18.96  

020600AH 020600 1 Field officer visits—AH 341.31  

020710 020710 0 Remote Re-energisation - Any Time 6.49 

020720 020720 0 Remote De-energisation - Any Time 6.49 

020800 020800 0 Remote Meter Re-configuration 28.90  

020900 020900 0 Remote Special Read 1.39 

Routine new connections — AusNet Services responsible for metering,

customers<100amps

010107 010107 0 Single Ø Overhead—BH 409.33  

010107AH 010107 1 Single Ø Overhead—AH 493.61  

010125 010125 0 Install 95mm overhead service from LVABC - BH 674.59  

010125AH 010125 1 Install 95mm overhead service from LVABC - AH 845.07  

010109 010109 0 Single Ø Underground—BH 212.59  

010109AH 010109 1 Single Ø Underground—AH 271.93  

010111 010111 0 Multi Ø Overhead—Direct Connected Meter—BH 437.48  

010111AH 010111 1 Multi Ø Overhead—Direct Connected Meter—AH 527.55  

010112 010112 0 Multi Ø Overhead—CT Connected Meter—BH 587.34  

010112AH 010112 1 Multi Ø Overhead—CT ConnectedMeter—AH 708.28  

010113 010113 0 Multi Ø Underground—Direct Connected Meter—BH 318.14  

010113AH 010113 1 Multi Ø Underground—Direct Connected Meter—aH 394.01  

010114 010114 0 Multi Ø Underground—CT Connected Meter—BH 458.99  

010114AH 010114 1 Multi Ø Underground—CT ConnectedMeter—AH 568.45  

010115 010115 0 Temporary Overhead Supply—Coincident Disconnection (Truck visit)—BH 344.41  

010115AH 010115 1 Temporary Overhead Supply—Coincident Disconnection (Truck visit)—AH 437.43  

Routine new connections — AusNet Services not responsible for metering,

customers<100amps

010116 010116 0 Single Ø Overhead—BH 409.33  

010116AH 010116 1 Single Ø Overhead—AH 493.61  

010126 010126 0 Install 95mm overhead service from LVABC - BH 674.59  

010126AH 010126 1 Install 95mm overhead service from LVABC - AH 845.07  

010118 010118 0 Single Ø Underground—BH 212.59  

010118AH 010118 1 Single Ø Underground—AH 271.93  

010120 010120 0 Multi Ø Overhead—Direct Connected Meter—BH 437.48  

010120AH 010120 1 Multi Ø Overhead—Direct Connected Meter—AH 527.55  

010121 010121 0 Multi Ø Overhead—CT Connected Meter—BH 587.34  

010121AH 010121 1 Multi Ø Overhead—CT ConnectedMeter—AH 708.28  

010122 010122 0 Multi Ø Underground—Direct Connected Meter—BH 318.14  

010122AH 010122 1 Multi Ø Underground—Direct Connected Meter—AH 394.01  

010123 010123 0 Multi Ø Underground—CT Connected Meter—BH 458.99  

010123AH 010123 1 Multi Ø Underground—CT ConnectedMeter—AH 568.45  

010124 010124 0 Temporary Overhead Supply—Coincident Disconnection (Truck visit)—BH 344.41  

010124AH 010124 1 Temporary Overhead Supply—Coincident Disconnection (Truck visit)—AH 437.43  

Service truck visits

030000 030000 0 Service Truck Visit—BH 344.41  

030001 030001 0 Wasted Truck Visit—BH 195.98  

030001AH 030001 1 Wasted Truck Visit—AH 283.34  

030000AH 030000 1 Service Truck Visit—AH 437.43  

030100AH 030100 1 Truck Appointment—AH Quoted service

Meter equipment tests

060100 060100 0 Single phase 162.18  

060200 060200 0 Single phase (each additional meter) 60.42  

060300 060300 0 Multi Phase 192.40  
060400 060400 0 Multi Phase (each additional meter) 90.62  

Small Generator Installations (including PV)

100100 100100 0 Pre Approval of PV and small generator installation < 4.6kW - BH

100101 100101 0 Pre Approval of PV and small generator installation 4.6kW to 15kW - BH 151.05  

100102 100102 0 Pre Approval of PV and small generator installation 15kW to 30kW - BH 200.25  

100103

100103

0 Meter Exchange for PV and small generator installation
 Exit Fee + 

Service Truck Visit 

100104 100104 0 Meter Reconfiguration for PV and small generator installation 28.61  

Date of Application - 1 January 2018



Date of Application - 1 January 2014 Date of Application - 1 January 2018

2018 2018

Labour category Service description $/hour rate - BH $/hour rate - AH

Labour—wages Construction Overhead Install 105.73                128.41                

Labour—wages Construction Underground Install 103.27                125.42                

Labour—wages Construction Substation Install 103.27                125.42                

Labour—wages Electrical Tester Including Vehicle & Equipment 184.62                208.15                

Labour—wages Planner Including Vehicle 141.94                -                         

Labour—wages Supervisor Including Vehicle 141.94                -                         

Labour—design Design 121.19                147.18                

Labour—design Drafting 93.13                  113.10                

Labour—design Survey 109.70                133.23                

Labour—design Tech Officer 109.70                133.23                

Labour—design Line Inspector 105.73                128.41                

Labour—design Contract Supervision 109.70                133.23                

Labour—design Protection Engineer 121.19                147.18                
Labour—design Maintenance Planner 109.70                133.23                

QUOTED ALTERNATIVE CONTROL 

SERVICES
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